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  |  HISTORY

The company August F. M. Bohnhoff, was founded in 
the year 1875. Traditional standards of craftsmanship 
have been the base for the production of high quality 
catering-equipment for hotels and ships. The 
production of appliances for seagoing-ships started in 
the early years of the 20th century.

It is the 4th time in our history of more than 130 years 
that we moved. Refl ecting the future demands of our 
 partners we developed a new structure of our activities 
in a new production-plant. The new facilities for pro-
duction, administration, service and stores give us a 
chance to improve the quality of our work and services. 
All employees working at this new place would like to 
continue the positive partnership with their clients and 
subcontractors.

The result of our activities is represented by galleys 
and pantries of passenger-ships, luxurious yachts, 
cargo-vessels and navy-ships.
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| CARAVELLE ®
THE ECONOMIC STANDARD-
LINE

CARAVELLE® is our economic standard-line for galley-,
pantry- and laundry equipment on board of container
vessels and multi-product-carriers. This series of
appliances offers a standardized execution which is
related to the daily practice on seagoing ships.

All specifi c requirements of installation and operation
are fulfi lled in galleys, pantries and laundries. Easy
mounting, maintenance and service are the
advantages of this line.

Standardized technical outfi t on high level guarantees
long-term operation and proper after-sales-service by
BOHNHOFF.
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| SCULLERY EQUIPMENT

Automatic glass washers
Undercounter dishwashers
Pass-through dishwashers
Rack conveyor transport dishwashers
Conveyor dishwashers up to 5000 
dishes per hour
Utensil washing machines of all sizes
Vegetable and salad washers
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| WASTE-DISPOSAL

Food waste disposal
Waste Compactors
Glass crushers
Waste disposal system
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| LAUNDRY-EQUIPMENT

Washer-/Extractors of all sizes
Tumble dryers
Hydro extractors
Flat work ironer
Dry cleaning machines
Ironing equipment
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| SPECIAL DESIGN

Stainless steel and thermal construc-
tions based on clients desires
Stainless steel pipe work and container-   
constructions 
Special stainless steel welding con-
structions 

  |  PRODUCTS /   |  SERVICES
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| CONSULTING AND PLANNING

Your requirements and our experience provide the
basis for a successful cooperation. Your projects will 
gain much from our competence. The most modern 
design facilities like CAD-programs will provide 
effi cient planning.

We support your project from the initial planning up to 
the fi nal commissioning.

| PRODUCTION

A direct way is leading from the design-department to 
our own production-line. This is the fl exible way to 
meet your individual requirements.
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 | DELIVERY AND 
INSTALLATION

The scope of our services includes delivery, mounting 
and installation. All necessary export procedures will 
be arranged by our own export department.

 | MAINTENANCE AND 
SPAREPART-SERVICE

After-sale-services start, when all supplies have been 
“set to work” and been commissioned. Our own 
service technicians and international service partners 
will guarantee the necessary support. Daily dispatch 
of spareparts is an important part of our business.

/   |  SERVICES
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| REFRIGERATED UNITS

Minibars/cabin refrigerators 
Refrigerators & deep freezers 
Roll in refrigerators
Shock freezer/blast chiller 
Ice cream makers 
Drinking-water-fountains
Walk-in refrigerator and freezer
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| BAR AND BEVERAGE TECHNIC

Bar counters with refrigeration
Draught beer installation
Premix/Postmix systems
Coffee and espresso machines
Cold beverage dispensers
Ice cube makers
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| GALLEY MACHINES

Planetary gear driven mixer     
Vegetable cutters
Meat mincers and cutters
Meat and bone saws
Potato peelers
Shellfi sh washer
Standard and automatic meat slicer
Juice extractor
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| BAKERY EQUIPMENT

Large compartment baking ovens with
humidifi ers, automatic control
Fermenting cabinets
Kneading machines
Dough rollers
Automatic and semi automatic dough
rounder and divider          
Whipped-cream dispenser

  |  PRODUCTS
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| GALLEY APPLIANCES

Thermal cooking equipment for all
methods of food preparation
Modern induction technic 
combi-steamers and 
self-cooking centres 
Easy service marine constructions
Deep fat fryers fulfi lling SOLAS 2000
Special voltages
Long term spare part delivery
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| ST-ST-FURNITURE

Execution in st.- st. AISI 304 or 316
Tailor-Made solutions
Special hygienic executions
High standard fi ttings
Foot or frame mounting
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| USPH-FURNITURE

Corresponding to CDC/VSP 
requirements 
Highest grade of manufacturing 
standard in fi nish 
Entirely welded constructions available
Refrigerated or heated counters
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| SERVICE COUNTERS

Self service counters 
food and beverage counters 
Cafeteria counters 
Front-cooking-centres 
Decorative claddings on request 
Decorative stone tops available
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 | TURN-KEY-SOLUTIONS

Being the main contractor we are coordinating all 
neccessary activties for a turn-key solution i.e. wall 
cladding, tyling, installation of sanitary equipment, 
piping  and electrical outfi t of galleys, pantries and 
laundries. 

 | USPH

25 yaers ago we started the successful manufacturing 
of stainless-steel hygienic furniture and cooking 
appliances.
We follow the requirements of US-Public Health and 
CDC.
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 | CRUISE-LINERS

First class design meets USPH requirements. These 
are the standards of our cruise vessel equipment.

 | LUXURY-YACHTS

Sophisticated requirements regarding quality, design 
and technics will be fulfi lled. Individual desires will be 
realised.

 | TALL-SHIPS

Permanent inclination and lack of space lead to
special solutions for a fi rst class service.

Bohnhoff on MS “Europa”

Bohnhoff on MS “Scenic Pearl”

Bohnhoff on SY “Sea Cloud ”

Bohnhoff on a “Privat Yacht”
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 | RIVER CRUISE VESSELS

Tailor made appliances with high-grade equipment 
for galley, restaurant and bars, that the food on board 
leaves a long lasting impression in passengers.
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 | CARGO SHIPS

CARAVELLE ® - is our economic standard-line for galleys 
and laundries on board of container and multi-
product - carrier.

 | NAVY

Galley- and pantry-equipment in special navy design 
has a long tradition in our supplies to German and
international Navies. BOHNHOFF developed shock-
and vibration-proof equipment as well as amagnetic 
furniture and appliances for frigates, corvettes, mine-
sweepers, submarines and supply vessels. NATO 
standards will be fulfi lled.

CARAVELLE ® on MV “Combi Dock 1” 

Bohnhoff on “Ro-Ro Ferry”

Bohnhoff on “Frigate Hessen”

Bohnhoff on “U 212”

 RO-PAX |
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 | RO-PAX-VESSELS

Specifi c solutions for self service and restaurants
including adequate decoration for high class ferries
and standard ferries.
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